Given a set of entities, Cluster Analysis aims at finding subsets, called clusters, which are homogeneous and/or well separated. As many types of clustering and criteria lbr homogeneity or separation are of interest, this is a vast field. A survey is given from a mathematical programruing viewpoint. Steps of a clustering study, types of clustering and criteria are discussed. Then algorithms tbr hierarchical, partitioning, sequential, and additive clustering are studied. Emphasis is on solution methods, i.e., dynamic programming, graph theoretical algorithms, branch-andbound, cutting planes, column generation and heuristics. (~) 1997 The Mathematical Programming Society, Inc. Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
Consider a set of entities together with observations or measurements describing them. Cluster Analysis deals with the problem of finding subsets of interest called clustepw, within such a set. Usually, clusters are required to be homogeneous and/or well separated. Homogeneity means that entities within the same cluster should resemble one another and separation that entities in different clusters should differ one from the other [ 15] . This problem is old. It can be traced back to Aristotle and has already been studied extensively by 18th century naturalists such as Button, Cuvier and Linn6.
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0025-5610/97/$17.00 @ 1997 The Mathematical Programming Society, Inc. Published by Elsevier Science B.V. PII S0025-561 0(97) 00059-2 engineering, economics, marketing and other fields. As a consequence, the cluster analysis literature is vast and heterogeneous (the yearly Classification Literature Automated Search Service lists many books and hundreds of papers on that topic in each issue).
Cluster analysis algorithms draw upon statistics, mathematics and computer science. Closely related fields are pattern recognition, computer vision, computational geometry and subfields of operations research such as location theory and scheduling.
Given a cluster analysis problem, the following questions should be answered:
• what is the aim of the clustering -the question of criterion (or criteria);
• are we justified in pursuing that aim -the question of axiomatics;
• what constraints should be considered -the question of choice of clustering 07~e;
• how difficult is it to perfo~xn the clustering -the question of complc:xiry;
• how should the clustering be done -the question of algorithm design;
• is the clustering obtained meaningful -the question of interpretation.
While each of these questions has been studied, sometimes extensively, only some chapters of cluster analysis (mainly agglomerative hierarchical clustering) appear to be thoroughly explored, i.e., expressed as well developed mathematical theories. A fruitful way to address the questions listed above (except possibly the last one) is to adopt a mathematical programming viewpoint. While a few clustering problems were expressed as mathematical programs before, systematic use of that approach was only advocated about 25 years ago [114, 102] . The purpose of the present paper is to review the mathematical programming approach to cluster analysis since that time. No attempt will be made to be exhaustive. We will focus on the large class of methods which use dissimilarities. We hope, however, to give a fairly representative view of the main classes of clustering problems within that paradigm and of the most efficient tools to solve them. The paper is organized as follows. Ingredients of cluster analysis are reviewed in the next section: steps of a cluster analysis study, types of clusterings and criteria. Section 3 is devoted to hierarchical clustering. Agglomerative and divisive algorithms are reviewed. Section 4 addresses partitioning problems, and is organized by solution technique. Six of them are considered: dynamic programming, graph theoretical algorithms, branchand-bound, cutting planes, column generation and heuristics. Other less frequently used clustering paradigms are examined in Section 5: sequential clustering, additive clustering and representation of dissimilarities by trees. Brief conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Ingredients of cluster analysis

Steps of a cluster analysis study
Most cluster analysis methods rely upon dissimilarities (or similarities, or proximities) between entities, i.e., numerical values either direcdy observed or, more often, computed fi'om the data before clustering. A general scheme for dissimilarity-based clustering is the following: (a) Sample. Select a sample O = {Oi,O2 ..... ON} of N entities among which clusters are to be found.
